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Abstract:  Smart manufacturing processes with distributed in-situ process sensing provides 

the feasibility to acquire and communicate massive process operational data during production. 

This provides unprecedented opportunities to achieve in-situ quality control for defects 

prevention and quality assurance to achieve smart manufacturing. Meanwhile, it also calls for 

data analytics challenges for modeling the intricate dependency of products quality on massive 

in-situ sensing signals. This presentation will discuss the related data analytics methods, which 

include the use of a general high-order tensor data structure to preserve the spatial and 

temporal dependency for multi-stream functional signals and image data; an improved 

multilinear discriminant analysis for automatic feature extraction and classification of tensor 

data for sensor fusion and process fault diagnosis; and a general functional regression model 

for predicting quality responses based on the massive mixed types of process sensing data 

including images and functional waveform signals as well as scalar process setup parameters. 

Some real world applications will also been discussed. 
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